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We recently published our Q2 new
business statistics, which gave a
snapshot of how many protection
policies were sold and by which
channel when COVID-19 was at
its peak. While I can’t hide the fact
this made for grim reading, there
is cause for optimism judging by
recent insight we have gathered.
Our statistics revealed that sales
were down 13% on a like-for-like,
year-on-year basis, and income
protection (IP) was the worstaffected area with a 30% decrease.
This is particularly disheartening
because Swiss Re’s latest Term
& Health Watch shows almost
180,000 new IP policies were sold
last year, a rise of 20.9% from 2018
as a result of increased focus in this
area.
However, in better news, it seems
that sales are picking up. July
saw the highest volume of cover
processed since lockdown was
announced in March. And for
mortgage brokers, the hardest
hit sales channel, the situation is
looking more positive due to a surge
in property purchases as a result
of the government’s stamp duty
holiday.
At iPipeline, we’ve been doing
our bit to support the protection

industry during this challenging
time. Care and support services
like virtual GPs and counselling
helplines have never been more
important, so our Product Features
Report which compares them on
quality as well as price has been
of real value to advisers. We have
also seen increasing demand for
our AlphaTrust e-signature and
document process automation
technology - a solution that is
particularly relevant in a postCOVID, remote-selling, remoteengagement and administrative
environment.
Early on in the pandemic we saw
the market need for advisers to
look at each provider’s non-medical
underwriting limits and quickly
and easily compare them. So, in
just four weeks we developed
and launched a new integrated
solution that lets advisers view
detailed information on providers’
non-medical underwriting limits at
quote stage.
As we ease out of lockdown and
hopefully head towards a brighter
future, now is the time for advisers
to engage with clients and help
them understand how protection
can provide security against the
risks we all face.
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SHINING A NEW LIGHT ON
PROTECTING INCOME - DON’T WAIT
UNTIL YOUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE…
BY JUSTIN HARPER,
HEAD OF PROTECTION MARKETING AT LV=
We’re now around the six month
mark since COVID changed
our lives as we knew it. So, it’s
a good time to draw breath and
examine the changes, challenges
and opportunities for protection
– and particularly protecting
income.

priority. And, that shouldn’t just
be about ensuring a continuing
income in the event of an illness
or accident, but in the event of
death too.

This means that when we talk
about protecting income, we
should think not just about the
As an industry
client themselves,
we’ve seen a greater
but also their
awareness of the
families. Protecting
need for protection Don’t wait until the a household
and more people
event happens – it’s income becomes
are interested in
just as important
too late to insure
increasing their
when that income
your house if it’s
financial resilience.
is removed due to
already
on
fire.
The pandemic has
death as well as
proven that we’re
illness.
all vulnerable and
Many clients may
we shouldn’t take
have taken out life insurance
life for granted. Clients might
to protect their mortgage
acknowledge the statistics, but
payments and to help keep
recent events have had such
far-reaching and real health and the roof over their loved ones,
should the worst happen and
financial impacts – not just on
they pass away. However, in this
them, but the people around
situation, even if the mortgage
them too.
is paid off the bills don’t stop.
From a financial planning and
Their regular living expenses
advice perspective, one of the
continue, which may leave loved
real positives has been the rise
ones exposed and financially
of awareness for ‘protecting
vulnerable.
income’. It feels like, at last,
protecting income is considered Talking to your clients about
an important and first protection Family Income Benefit as well
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as Income Protection is where
you can ensure they have a
complete Protection Portfolio –
protecting them against a range
of risks and giving them more
peace of mind. So, surely IP and
an FIB bolt on should be the first
part of any recommendation and with menu based products,
that’s much easier to do
nowadays.
COVID has demonstrated that
life shocks can happen at any
time, although none of us would
have imagined anything of this
scale. And, when it does happen,
it’s definitely more difficult
and - in some instances - too
late to make a plan. Advisers
have a critical role in helping
their clients to strengthen their
financial resilience.
To learn more about building an
LV= Flexible Protection Plan to
protect your clients income visit
LV.com/FLEX
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PROTECTION
TECHNOLOGY
PROTECTION

FIVE AREAS WHERE COVID-19 HAS
REVOLUTIONISED PROTECTION
TECHNOLOGY
BY PAUL YATES, PRODUCT STRATEGY
DIRECTOR, IPIPELINE UK
COVID-19 has driven a number of innovations in protection technology. We look at five key areas
where technology has transformed to meet the industry’s changing needs.
of data or making calls, but also
improves client outcomes by
setting expectations upfront,
provides a better and more
personalised service and helps
advisers direct people to more
specialised support if necessary.

1. N
 ON-MEDICAL
UNDERWRITING
Having to navigate underwriting
can be challenging for advisers
at the best of times.
During the pandemic they were
faced with a unique and evolving
situation that saw them getting
inundated with calls from clients
concerned about whether they
could get protection cover.

2. E-SIGNATURES

A survey earlier this year found
that 88% of advisers believe
accepting digital signatures
should be compulsory for
providers . There is an obvious
We saw the market need
benefit to dispensing with the
for advisers to look at every
need for paper-based and wet
provider’s non-medical
underwriting limits and compare signatures in a post-COVID
world. Not only do e-signatures
it with other providers quickly
and easily. So, in just four weeks allow many companies to
do business with minimum
we developed and launched
disruption, the technology also
a new integrated solution
means they can actually improve
that allows advisers to view
productivity and efficiencies in
detailed information on each
an increasingly remote-selling
protection provider’s nonand servicing environment
medical underwriting limits at
– as well as helping improve
quote stage. It means they can
determine whether a protection compliance controls.
application needs to be sent
We have seen a growing demand
automatically for medical
evidence at the beginning of the for AlphaTrust, our document
processing and e-signature
journey.
solution, from both providers
This not only saves valuable time and advisers, which shows
the trend towards companies
for the adviser and takes away
automating their business
the labour-intensive aspects of
ploughing through other sources processes is growing.
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3. A
 DDED-VALUE
SERVICES
There are growing concerns that
the economic consequences of
the crisis may force people to
cancel their policies. One of the
key ways to encourage clients to
stay covered is to highlight the
added-value benefits available
with many protection policies.
These services, such as access
to virtual GPs, mental health
helplines and healthy living
programmes, have grown in
importance and are providing
much-needed support.
We have identified the
increasing demand for advice
on these types of benefits and,
as a result, launched a service
that allows advisers to create
a Product Features Report so
they can better understand and
compare product features based
on quality and not just price.

4. REMOTE WORKING
Over the course of lockdown
we’ve all become experts at
using technology like Zoom
and Teams that help us work
from home. For advisers, tools
such as co-browsing software,
portals and provider self-serve

extranets have also proven
their value, allowing them to
service clients from pretty much
anywhere with internet access.
Clients can securely access
their data and advisers can
communicate with them, share
documents and provide a full
consultation without meeting
face to face.
Additionally, getting clients
to participate in the solution
shaping process increases
their understanding of the
value of the policy and builds
engagement. This was a
key feature in the design of
SolutionBuilder, and it has
driven benefits for advisers and
clients alike. It also underpins
why we have developed
delegated self-serve capabilities

into our SSG Digital Platform
solutions for providers.

5. I MPROVING THE
PROTECTION
CONVERSATION
While this year has been tough
for the protection market– our
data shows a 9% decrease in
like-for-like total protection sales
during lockdown in Q2 compared
to the same time in 2019 – we
are now seeing encouraging
signs of growth. One aspect of
COVID-19 is that possibly, like
never before, have people been
so aware of death, serious illness
and injury nor so willing to talk
about these issues. This provides
an opportunity for advisers to
engage with clients and show
them the risks they face when
they are not properly protected.

We help advisers to have
fuller conversations with
clients through our mortgage,
remortgage, self-employed
and income protection risk
reports, which personalise
the protection journey and
highlight the affordability of
protection products in real
– and jargon-free – terms.
They have proven popular
both with new clients but also
with existing clients who want
to understand their options
better and who have gone on to
buy added protection.
While talking about the
difficult things in life can be
hard, the success of our risk
reports shows that clients
are receptive to discussing
protection when it’s presented
in the right way. Considering
the challenges we have all
faced in recent times, perhaps
– with just a little prompting they are even more willing to
talk.
1. https://www.moneymarketing.
co.uk/news/overwhelming-majorityof-advisers-back-forced-e-signatureacceptance/
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place to live,
it’s home

Find out more, visit:
legalandgeneral.com/rpptoolkit

HELPING TO PROTECT
RENTERS, PARTNERING
WITH PHIL SPENCER
AND MOVE IQ

AUTOMATION
PROTECTION

Sponsored by

Q58442 A3 07/20

In the last 10 years, the UK
private renting market has
increased by almost two thirds1.
By 2023, an additional 560,000
households are expected to
be living in the private rented
sector2.

Together, we’ve created six
educational videos to explain
why renters need protection.
The videos highlight the benefits
of rental protection for letting
agents, intermediaries and the
consumer, covering topics
such as;

Richard Kateley, Head of
Intermediary Development,
Legal & General, comments:

We’re proud to be helping to
protect renters with Move iQ
and Phil Spencer.

There is a common misconception
that because someone chooses
to rent they have a low income
and can’t afford cover. In reality,
renting today is much more about
a lifestyle choice and not being
tied down to one place; or not yet
having a full mortgage deposit.
It is much less about disposable
income and low wages.

Did you know that only 18%
• What would you do if you
of renters say they have some
can’t pay your rent?
protection insurance in place?
And of those, just 7% say they
• How should you protect your
have individual protection, while
rent?
11% are protected through their • Why help protect your rental
employer3.
payments?
Available only via
intermediaries, Legal &
General’s Rental Protection Plan
can help provide some financial
security for individuals and their
families. The policy holder could
use a monthly benefit to help
pay the rent in the event of a
valid claim.

NEW RENTAL PROTECTION
PLAN ADVISER TOOLKIT
Our new adviser toolkit
- is designed to support
intermediaries, to help clients
understand the need and
benefit of protection for renters.
Includes features such as benefit
calculators, guides, sales aids,
links to workshops and our
latest webinars.

And now, Legal & General is
partnering with Move iQ and
property expert, Phil Spencer.
He launched Move iQ so that
he could share his years of
experience, knowledge, and
advice with anyone buying,
renting or selling property in the
UK. He believes that everyone
should have access to impartial
unbiased advice, giving them
all they need to make wellinformed decisions.*
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Read more about Legal &
General’s Rental Protection
Plan and watch our videos with
Move iQ here. Or visit
www.moveiq.co.uk.
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“The rental market is a hugely
underdeveloped one and an area
where financial advisers can
add a lot of benefit for renters.
If I was buying a home I would
probably be directed to a financial
adviser to talk about the risks of
not keeping up repayments. Yet
if I rented a home, the chances
are I would get none of that
information.

I hope as a provider we can help
advisers develop this market
place and make sure that we work
to put renters in a much more
informed position about their
biggest asset – which is of course
themselves, and their ability to
earn an income.”

A rented
property is
more than a
place to live,
it’s home

Rental Protection Plan
could help pay the rent on your
client’s home if they can’t
Find out more, visit:
legalandgeneral.com/rpptoolkit

1 www.ons.gov.uk;
2 UK Tenant Survey 2019;
3 Hymans Report 2019; * https://www.
moveiq.co.uk/about-phil-spencer/
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FRICTION BURNS – IMPROVING THE
PROTECTION BUYING PROCESS
BY SCOTT MACHIN,
PRODUCT MANAGER, IPIPELINE UK

I often see products without
prices when I’m out shopping - I
find this incredibly annoying and
I usually end up walking out of
the store.

a lot of friction in our shopping
experience, leading to resistance
to purchase. It’s also one of
the reasons the high street is
struggling.

Sometimes I can find the
product with a price tag in
another shop. However, I may
have a few questions about it
and struggle to find somebody
in the store who can help me.
Again, I’ll just walk out.

Customers who are looking to
protect themselves, their family
or their home are faced with
Many of our distributor and
similar challenges because there network customers are using
are many points where they hit
them, and they are seeing
uncertainty in the protection
increased conversion rates,
buying process.
generating new
The first barrier
business and,
is that customers
importantly,
overestimate the
improving
...customers
cost of protection by
overestimate the consumer
around 394%*. If they
outcomes.
cost
of
protection
manage to overcome
by around 394%* Our PreQuo™
that misconception,
technology also
the second barrier
offers a range
is they may not
of indicative
know who to ask for
and
predictive
services
advice or worry that speaking
which remove friction and
to somebody could incur extra
typical barriers to purchasing
costs. Combined, these barriers
protection products.
will stop many people from
buying protection.
Our solutions can help advisers
enhance the decision-making
iPipeline has created a suite
and buying journey by improving
of premium and risk reports
customer experience and
which help remove barriers to
empowering their clients to
the protection buying process,
choose the best products for
helping customers understand
the importance and affordability their protection needs.
of protection.

I don’t think it’s too much to ask
to know how much a product is
going to cost before I take it to
the checkout. I also don’t want
to look at products that don’t
meet my needs.
At this point, I now have to make
a choice: do I look elsewhere?
Disregard it as an unnecessary
purchase? Or just put off the
purchasing decision?
In my experience this last choice
is the one I usually make, and
it will result in me returning
home feeling unsatisfied and
with no reward to show for my
investment in time. Later,
I often regret not purchasing the
product as I’ll probably need it.
This situation is unfortunately
quite common and it generates
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They cover a range of protection
needs, such as mortgages,
remortgages, self-employed,
rental and income protection,
which are specific and
personalised to a potential
client’s requirements.

*https://www.ftadviser.com/2015/06/15/
insurance/life-assurance/britsoverestimate-life-insurance-cost-by-almost4239mL2Iph5wubyA1kVFNL/article.html
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How do I kickstart the
protection conversation
quickly and easily?

Using data from millions of quotes, we predict
the protection needs of your clients and provide
accurate premiums to significantly improve your sales
conversion rate.
Provide a simple way for clients to view what their
protection risks are if they do not have cover in place
with custom branded risk reports.

uk.ipipeline.com/prequo-knows

FIND OUT MORE

GET
IN TOUCH
uk.support@ipipeline.com

0345 408 4022
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INCOME PROTECTION –
CLAIMS EDUCATION
BY DAVID MACGREGOR, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
AT CIRENCESTER FRIENDLY

Consider the impact on
someone’s financial situation
should they be unable to
work and be forced to rely on
Statutory Sick Pay of £95.85* a
week, or if that is not available,
family and friends. For the vast
majority, this would represent
a significant fall in earnings,
and most would struggle to
make their mortgage or rent
payments, let alone other
essential outgoings such as food
or heating.

Statutory Sick Pay

£95.85*
a week

When it comes to sales of
Income Protection, one of
the most important things
to consider is ‘will my claim
be paid?’
way of demonstrating how it
reaches its overall percentage
of claims paid to provide a
deeper understanding and to
help Advisers avoid their client’s
claims being declined.

Cirencester Friendly has been
publishing detailed Claim
Statistics for the last decade
and consistently reporting
over 94% of claims paid out
annually. They believe that
it is not the frequency of
reporting the results, or in
fact the overall figure that is
of most importance, but the
transparency that is applied
and demonstrated to Advisers
and their clients that is most
valuable. Having been at the
forefront of publishing detailed
claim statistics for the last 10
years, the Income Protection
provider has developed a
transparent and accessible
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Many of the reasons for claims
being declined stem from the
original application form, so it is
worth looking at the potential
obstacles and how they can be
avoided.
First and foremost, it is essential
that clients fully disclose their
medical history. Failure to do
so means the cover they take
out may not be appropriate and
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could result in any claim not
being paid due to non-disclosure
of pre-existing conditions. The
use of tele-interviews by skilled
nurses certainly helps to elicit
the necessary information and
as an additional bonus, it can
save the Adviser considerable
time.
Advisers should also ensure that
their clients are paying for the
correct level of cover and are
aware of how much they will
receive in the event of a claim
being made. Care must be taken
to fully understand what other
continuing income would be
paid and whether this is from

their employer, other similar
insurances or even the State.
Health, lifestyle and finances
may change so it is important
that Income Protection
contracts are reviewed annually
to ensure that they continue to
meet needs and requirements.
I would encourage Advisers
to do a full cover check with
their clients at each review,
especially as some providers
are regularly adding additional
benefits and rewards after the
contact may have commenced.
Many contracts have a degree of
flexibility and include valuable
facilities such as Guaranteed

2019

Insurability Options where
cover can be increased without
medical evidence following
lifestyle events, such as
marriage, promotion or moving
to a new home.
Lastly, clients need to be aware
of what is required when
making a claim. Being up to
date with premium payments
and submitting the proper
documentation such as proof of
earnings and medical certificates
is vital to a swift and successful
outcome.

are at their most vulnerable.
The last thing they need is to
find out that their claim has not
been accepted due to something
that was easily avoidable.
By ensuring your clients are
fully educated and the cover
is appropriate and checked
regularly, there is no reason why
all expectations should not be
met.
Cirencester Friendly is
committed to supporting both
Advisers and their clients at a
time when it is most important.
By sharing claims statistics,
we feel it can help Advisers
make informed decisions when
selecting Income Protection, and
ultimately, help clients ensure
that the claims they submit are
valid.
For more information on our
claim statistics, take a look at
our Claim Statistics Card or call
our Sales Team on 0800 587
5098. They will be happy to
talk you through our range of
products and tips to recommend
them.
* https://www.gov.uk/statutory-sick-pay

People turn to their Income
Protection providers when they

Key Highlights
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DATA

DELIVERING AUTHENTIC
CONVERSATIONS
BY KATIE CROOK-DAVIES,
THE RISKY MIX

We know that the insurance
industry, and the financial
services industry more broadly,
are not as diverse as they should
be, with females making up
just 6% of CEOs in the sector1.
A month or so ago, PwC
presented the latest figures
on the gender pay gap in
insurance - a disappointing
28% and a 55% bonus gap,
with very little change
over the last three years2.
Gender is probably the
most spoken about facet
of diversity and inclusion
(D&I), and yet we are so far
from equality.

And of course, I don’t need to tell
you about the business benefits
of focussing on D&I – the
bottom-line benefits of diverse
thinking, the attraction of new
talent to the insurance industry,

So, what does this mean for
the many other facets of
D&I – age, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, disability? The
recent BLM movement has
really brought to light the
discrimination faced by
the black community, another
marginalised group which
is under-represented in the
industry – with black people
holding just 1.5% of senior
management roles3. Clearly,
we still have a long way to
go in the insurance sector to
build a truly inclusive culture
that demonstrates equal
representation across all groups
in society and at all levels in
business.

the delivery of relevant services
and products to all consumers
and new sectors of the market.
But getting us there isn’t going
to be easy. There is clearly
no silver bullet here. It will
take boldness to challenge
the status quo and have those
uncomfortable conversations
so that we can work towards
eliminating inherent biases.
Which brings me nicely onto

The Risky Mix podcast, cohosted by myself and Raj.
The aim of the podcast is
to amplify the voices of the
under-represented - delivering
authentic conversation that puts
those challenging topics on
the table and inspires the
financial services industry
towards change.

View a provider's Non-Medical
Underwriting Limits at the
quote stage
Set client's expectations earlier on
Speed up the application process

We’ve been lucky enough
to have both Ian Teague
and Stephanie Hydon from
iPipeline on the podcast,
sharing details on their
Balance for Better initiative
and the equal gender
representation they’ve
achieved at management
level. We’ve covered
recruiting for diversity,
balancing motherhood
and career, menopause in
the workplace, managing
mental health and
intersectionality…and there’s so
much more yet to come!
Come join the conversation!
You can find The Risky Mix on all
of the main podcast players or
head over to www.riskymix.uk
1 Women in Financial Services 2020, Oliver
Wyman
2 Gender Pay Gap Reporting, Year 3, PwC
3 Business In The Community

FIND OUT MORE
NEW TO SOLUTIONBUILDER®? Email: uk.support@ipipeline.com
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DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS

DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS
BEST PRACTICE
BY KATHRYN KNOWLES,
MD, CURA

When it comes to difficult
conversations, there are a
number of things that you can
do to put both your client and
you at ease. Sometimes as an
adviser you may already know
that you are going to speak to a
client about a sensitive situation,
but things can sometimes catch
you off guard.

Before I call a client I like
to make sure that I have a
glass of water and a cup of
tea to hand...

Here are some of my key
pointers:
• Sit Back and Relax - It may
sound strange, but you
can hear if someone is sat
uncomfortably or frowning
down the phone. Before I call
a client I like to make sure
that I have a glass of water
and a cup of tea to hand, I
adjust my seat and cushions
so that I am comfy and I take
a moment to breathe and
focus myself into my adviser
mindset.

• Watch Your Tone - What
you say and how you say
it can have a huge impact
upon someone. Try to soften
your tone. I try to imagine
that I’m speaking with my
mum and think about how
I would want her to be
supported. For people with
health conditions try to
avoid the word “suffer” and
don’t assume that because
they are in a wheelchair that
they are not skydiving on a
weekend. People often don’t
see their health as a negative
and everyone is individual so
avoid assumptions.

• Undivided Attention - Stay
focused. You may be hearing
some of the most difficult
conversations that a person
could possibly face. They
are trusting you to listen to
them and it could be quite
emotional for them and you.
It’s essential to use active
listening so you hear what is
actually being said and can
then repeat and reconfirm
what has been said to you.

14
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• It’s Not a Competition - There
can sometimes be a fine line
between empathy and one
upmanship. If someone is
telling you about a difficult
experience that they have
faced, it’s ok to share your
experiences, but be careful
not to get into a contest of
who has had it worst. When
I’m speaking to client I tend
to say that I’m sorry to hear
what they have been through
and whilst I cannot fully
understand their situation,
I have faced something
similar and can appreciate
how difficult things can be
sometimes.

• Prepare and Thank - It’s a
good idea to prepare clients
that some of the questions
can be quite sensitive and
may feel intrusive. Give them
time to process what is being
asked and give their answer.
I also often apologise again
just before the self-harm and
suicide questions, as this is
very personal. Remember
to thank them for their
honesty and also offer to put
them in touch with someone
to support them, if the
conversation has made them
feel unsteady.

• Take Care of You - I am keen
on expressing the need for
advisers to take care of
themselves. I have spoken
to clients where I have had
in-depth conversations
about physical abuse, sexual
violence, suicide, acts of war,
to name but a few. Once the
conversation is over go for a
walk, get a coffee, speak to
someone (whilst maintaining
client anonymity). It’s also
perfectly ok if you find that
these conversations are
not something that you feel
comfortable handling. You

may not always be able to
avoid them, but if you are
aware that a client has a
circumstance that may be
hard for you to listen to,
signpost them to another
adviser in your company or to
another firm that can help.
Having a vulnerable client policy
in place is a good place to start.
This means that you will have
a clear set of procedures, so
that you can feel confident that
you have done everything that
you can to support your client.
It should also include details
about what you need to do if
the person you are speaking to
starts to display any behaviour
that leads you to believe that
they are at risk of harming
themselves or others.
Read more about Kathryn,
Cura here
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PROTECTION
FLEXIBILITY

INCOME PROTECTION IS
A NECESSITY NOT A
“NICE TO HAVE”

ONE SIZE FITS NONE
BY RALPH TUCKER,
ENTERPRISE SALES DIRECTOR, IPIPELINE UK

BY STEVE BRYAN, DIRECTOR OF
DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING, THE EXETER
Sometimes in life, we all need a
Government’s statutory sick pay
helping hand. This is particularly scheme) to fall back on.
true when it comes to financial
The self-employed labour
planning. Financial decisions
force represents a
are made every
growing protection
day, whether it’s
opportunity
budgeting for the
for advisers. IP
weekly shop, paying A sudden loss in
provides a valuable
bills, buying a home,
income due to
financial safety net
or planning for
illness
or
injury
for everyone, but
retirement.
despite the need
could happen to
However, too
our research has
anyone
many of us still
revealed that only
don’t realise the
one in ten selfimportance of
employed workers
protecting the one thing that
has purchased an IP policy2.
underpins all these financial
MAKING THE CASE FOR
decisions – our income. A
PROTECTION
sudden loss in income due to
illness or injury could happen to Common barriers to selling
anyone and have a potentially
IP include clients not
devastating impact on their
understanding the need
financial situation.
for cover, a perception that
it’s costly or that it’s too
complicated to sell. Advisers can
raise awareness of the need for
IP by asking clients how much
they have saved for a rainy day,
or how they would support
themselves if their income
suddenly stopped.

THE VALUE OF GOOD
ADVICE
Arguably the need for income
protection (IP) insurance
has never been greater –
particularly for the near five
million people who are selfemployed1.

Many of us would like to believe
that ill health or misfortune is
something that only happens to
other people, or the elderly. The
truth is that financial hardship
can affect anyone at any time
– regardless of age, income, or
employment status.

Self-employment can offer
several benefits however it
also comes with risks. Having
to take time off work due to
illness or injury can result in a
complete loss of salary, with
little or no support (such as the

The average claimant on The
Exeter’s Income Protection Plus
policies is in their early thirties
- an age where people may
be thinking about saving for a
house or starting a family. Many
IP policies also offer increased
flexibility allowing advisers to
tailor cover to suit individual
needs and budgets, meaning
the argument for cover being
too expensive can quickly be
overcome.

When it comes to protection
policies, future event planning
and product flexibility have
traditionally been the preserve
of the GIO (Guaranteed
Insurability Option).

IT’S TIME TO PUT INCOME
FIRST

All very good in theory, but
GIO options are expensive to
administer, take no account of
either improved or declining
morbidity and, worst of all, are
often ignored or forgotten in
favour of a new replacement
policy and all the NB processing
and expenditure that goes with
it.

We believe that IP should be the
starting point for every client
conversation. It’s inclusion
as part of a holistic financial
planning recommendation
allows advisers to give even
greater value and peace of mind
to clients and their families.
Together we can demonstrate
that IP is a necessity, not just a
‘nice to have’.
To find out more about our
“Ill Prepared 2020 – the selfemployed financial resilience
report” book a short webinar
with one of our Adviser Account
Managers by visiting www.theexeter.com/adviser.
1 – www.ons.gov.uk
2 – The Exeter – Ill Prepared 2020 – the
self-employed financial resilience report

This option allows clients to
increase cover or add additional
features at their original
underwriting rate for certain
predetermined life events that
the insurer deems appropriate.

They really are a “one size fits
none” product feature.
To truly support the market
demand for personalised
solutions and future flexibility,
and to ensure the purchased
policy stays relevant to the
client, a longer term view of
underwriting is needed. Would
it not be far better and efficient
for the adviser to be rewarded
for the appropriate increases
in cover rather than forcing
the client down the route of
cancellation and new policy

issue with all the additional time
and cost this incurs?
Underwriting should not just be
the preserve of the initial point
of sale journey which is focused
on straight-through processing
(STP) rates, but should logically
extend post issue into the
lifetime of the policy and the
policyholder. The fire and forget

approach creates barriers and
limitations to what the client
can do with their policy, and it
certainly doesn’t put the client
in control by allowing them to
decide what is important in their
lives.
Building a longer term
relationship between the
insurer and the insured has to
be a good thing. Being able to
rehydrate previously provided
answers to drive cross sell and
upsell opportunities shows
that the policyholder is valued

and remembered by the
insurer. It also reduces the time
spent rekeying information
and lessens the risk of vital
information being incorrectly
inputted or missed from the
process altogether.
The lifestyle products that have
been created on the SSG Digital
Platform, iPipeline’s flagship
new business, underwriting and
policy administration system
solutions, are a good example
of this in action. The platform
is capable of supporting the
next generation of dynamic
protection products integrated
with health monitoring and
lifestyle apps that nurture an
ongoing relationship with the
client. It ensures the client is
being dealt with fairly, not only
at inception but throughout
the lifetime of the relationship
by allowing inflight policy
amendments powered by
automated decisions and policy
increases/decreases at the
touch of a button. This efficiency
is achieved by reusing any
data that has been previously
captured and only underwriting
the delta in cover, not
reassessing the entire contract –
guaranteeing that the policy can
keep pace with an individual’s
change in circumstances and
putting the client back in
control.
Does that provide a better fit?
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INSURANCE MOT

ANNUAL MOTS REQUIRED FOR
INSURERS
BY ANDY MILBURN, ENTERPRISE SALES
MANAGER AT IPIPELINE UK

Worry not - the headline is fake
news, but what would you do if
it were real? What if a garage for
insurers existed?

mailings to customers via post?
Why not issue as many of these
as you can in web or secure
email format, with the option
for the customer to sign digitally
(if they need to sign and return
forms). Would the garage for
insurers pass an insurer MOT
test without this capability?

When you take your car in for
an MOT the mechanic tests that
all the vital parts are working
adequately. The report you
receive categorises issues into
a RAG (Red Amber Green)
type of status report showing
what needs to be fixed now and
what will need fixing soon. You
arrange for the garage to fix the
issues noted in the red part of
the report and you eventually
get the all clear.

AGENCY MANAGEMENT
Two jobs delivered frequently
by insurers are new agency
registrations and variations to
commission options for adviser
firms who have a longstanding
relationship with them.
What answer would you provide
if the insurer MOT asks you
whether adviser firms can apply
for an agency via an online
process that can be signed
digitally by one or all the firms
Directors? Given the complexity
of the paperwork, and the need
for multiple documents to be
attached to it, surely an online
journey is essential for the
garage? A paper-based journey
for agency registrations could
be an amber or even red item –
noted for immediate action.

Now, let’s imagine the same
process exists at the garage for
insurers!
If insurers had to go through
an annual MOT, what areas
would be in scope? I’ve picked
a few random examples of jobs
insurers deliver to see what
could be tested, and if they
would pass or not.

CUSTOMER
COMMUNICATIONS
Many insurers issue regular
communications to their
customers, sometimes as a
regulatory requirement. In a
digital world, is it adequate to
continue to issue large paper

When an insurer varies the
commission options / rates
offered to a distributor, should
they require the distributor /
adviser firm to approve and

confirm the new details via an
online process supported with
a digital signature? Would the
garage pass anything less?

NEW BUSINESS
Our industry talks about new
business topics a lot, so I’ll
pick just two that could be
included in the tests made by
the garage: online trusts and
offering alternative terms to
the standard terms quoted to
applicants.
If the garage checked that a
protection applicant could
complete an online trust form
and sign it digitally at the end of
the process, how many insurers
would be found on the red or
amber list? I think our industry
does well in this area, but there
is always room for improvement.

SERVICING
Many of the minor tasks
requested by customers are
still driven by paper-based
processes, such as when they
want to change their recorded
name or update their nominated
beneficiaries. Surely the MOT
would require the option for
these tasks to be delivered by
an online form with a digital
signature – if required?
If we did create an insurer MOT,
do your paper-based processes
get a red or amber rating? Are
you prepared to wait and see
– or do you want to take preemptive action now and stay on
the insurance road for another
year?
Become more efficient

A frequently occurring situation
is when a protection applicant
is offered a loading / exclusion
or other revised terms post
underwriting. What if the
garage said the applicant needs
to confirm the new terms are
acceptable via an online form
with a digital signature? Would
we see many insurers flagged
red or amber?

18
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RETIREMENT PLANNING

AUTOMATION
PROTECTION

WHAT YOU TOLD US:
IPIPELINE’S ANNUAL ADVISER SURVEY
Thank you to everyone who responded to this year’s adviser survey. We received invaluable
feedback which will be used to help develop our products and services. We also ran a prize
draw alongside the survey to give participants the chance to win a £500 gift card of their choice.
Congratulations to Ian Dando of Maxwell Dando Ltd who was the lucky winner!
Report, delivered in partnership
with Protection Guru.
Comparing the growing number
of features for each product
and advising on those which
best meet your clients’ needs is
becoming ever more complex.

HOW WE RATED
Our overall Net Promoter Score
(NPS) for 2020 was +42; in 2019
we scored +40. This is testament
to our dedication to build the UK
population’s financial resilience
and cater for consumer needs.
NPS is a measure out of 100
for how satisfied users are
with our services. It’s a great
way for us to assess how our
services are performing and
to gauge how our users are
feeling.

a personalised quote via their
website. In turn, over 80% of
respondents didn’t know we
offer the capability to do this
with PreQuo. PreQuo uses
data from millions of quotes to
predict the protection needs
of your clients and provide
accurate premiums to
significantly improve your
sales conversion rate.

SURVIVE, DIGITISE
AND THRIVE

BUILDING FINANCIAL
RESILIANCE AND
PROTECTING
LIVELIHOODS
Our mission is to ensure
livelihoods are protected,
and this is even more crucial
amid the challenges caused
by COVID-19. Our survey
highlighted that over 90%
of our users are advising on Life
and Critical Illness cover, closely
followed by Income Protection
at just under 90%. This shows
that these products continue to
be a necessity for consumers.

That’s why we’ve created the
Product Features Report to help
you understand and compare
the many features a product
supports - all at the click of a
button.

PERSONALISATION
IS KEY

A number of respondents stated
they were unaware of the ability
to compare quality alongside
price within SolutionBuilder
by using the Product Features

Nearly 80% of respondents don’t
have the facility for consumers
to enter their details to receive

COVID-19 has affected
our industry dramatically
- it came out of nowhere
and we had very little
time to prepare for the
challenges it has posed.
75% of respondents said
they had started conducting
online meetings with their
clients to minimise business
interruptions and nearly 50%
said they had increased regular
online communications with
their clients. During this time,
we have seen businesses explore
digital transformation to help
keep them afloat. Over 70% of
people who responded said they
would find it very beneficial to
send more documents to clients
for e-signature instead of wet
signature when managing their
policies.

RETIREMENT

INCOME
MADE TO MEASURE
SUPPORT YOUR CLIENTS’ VARIED RETIREMENT INCOME
NEEDS AND HELP MANAGE MARKET VOLATILITY WITH
OUR RANGE OF SOLUTIONS, ALL BACKED BY FIVE-STAR
SERVICE AND EXPERT INSIGHT

These solutions include:
• A guaranteed income for life with annuity
• Flexible income through drawdown
• A blended solution, combining both options.
LET’S TAKE ON THE FUTURE TOGETHER
Find out more at
www.scottishwidows.co.uk/retirement-income

This information is for UK Financial Adviser use only and should not be distributed to or relied upon by any other person.
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BETTER PROTECTION

COVID, COPING AND A FOCUS
ON VALUE
BY ALISA WALLINGTON,
SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER, IPIPELINE UK

We are a pretty passionate
bunch here at iPipeline. I suspect
there are very few people who
can genuinely say they love
what they do, but we can. Why?
Because we know what we do
helps make a real difference to
people’s lives and livelihoods.

have, on our mental health. I
say “our” because I will openly
hold up my hands and say that
I have really struggled. Angst,
tears, tantrums, and that’s
all me. Conversely, my threeyear-old has coped like an
absolute trooper throughout
this pandemic. I, on the other
hand, would liken my experience
of lockdown to the DABDA
stages of coping. For those of
you unfamiliar with DABDA, it
describes the five stages of the
emotional and psychological
responses that many people
experience when faced with
a life-threatening illness or
life-changing situation. A tad
dramatic perhaps, but hey that’s
me. To clarify: Denial – what
do you mean he can’t go back
to nursery? Anger – What the
actual…? Bargaining – I’m sure
one of us could be classed as a
key worker. Depression – I can’t
cope. And finally, Acceptance –
well, let’s just say it took me a
while.

COVID-19 hit the world hard.
We have been forced to face
up to the fact that we are not
invincible. And I am not just
talking about the direct effects
of pandemic, devastating as
these are. The indirect effects
are what worry me most.
Pre-COVID, 70% of NHS
patients were diagnosed with
chronic conditions such as high
blood pressure and diabetes,
both of which can be easily
treated with lifestyle changes.
During COVID, people have
actively avoided seeing their
GP, inevitably leading to late
diagnoses, or worst still, no
diagnosis at all. As we move into
our sixth month of working from
home, even those of us who
are ordinarily fit and healthy
are starting to feel the physical
stresses and strains of our
makeshift desks and kitchen
chair workspaces.

It is (relatively) easy for me to
joke about this now because for
my family, the worst - as I see
it - is almost over. My son is back
at nursery, my partner and I still
have our jobs and can pay our
bills, we have our health and
we haven’t lost anyone,
something for which I am
thankful every day.

For me though, hands down
the scariest thing in all of this
has been the inescapable effect
it has had, and continues to
22
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Not everyone has been as lucky
as us and not everyone has made
it to the end of the DABDA
scale. So many people out there
still need help, guidance, and
support and they need it now.
The role of the adviser has never
been so important. If we are to
prevent long-term problems
occurring, then it is imperative
that we provide access to early
and preventative care.
As a technology provider, it is
our responsibility to help supply
the right tools and services to
advisers to help them do their
jobs to the best of their ability.
iPipeline is passionate about
growing people’s financial
resilience and we recognise that
being able to provide quality and
added value services are key
components in the protection
advice process. It is no longer
about “cheap”, it is “value” that
matters.
Added value services include
things like counselling services,
access to GPs, health checks
and fracture cover. These
“unsung” benefits of a policy are
in many cases considered more
important than the financial
pay out of life, critical illness or
income protection cover itself.
This is because they are the
tangible benefits, made available
to the customer before the point
of claim.

We were asked by several key
accounts to consider options
that support advisers to
research added value services,
and have collaborated with
two leaders in their fields,
Protection Guru and CIExpert.
Earlier this year, we introduced
the Product Features Report,
a two-way integration with
Protection Guru where advisers
can select up to five Term, CI or
IP providers and 10 key features
from within SolutionBuilder
and compare the added value
services alongside the cost of
protection products. We are
getting great feedback on this
service.
We are now delivering a oneway integration with CIExpert
which will allow existing users
to transfer their SolutionBuilder
quote data to CIExpert where
they will be able to balance
quality versus cost for CI
products. New users to the
service will be offered the
option of a one-day free trial.
At iPipeline we continue to
innovate to help advisers do
their job better. I’m sure happier
times are coming, but until
then let’s work together to do
everything we can right now to
help start more conversations
and give more people and their
families the protection they
need.

During COVID, people have
actively avoided seeing their
GP, inevitably leading to late
diagnoses, or worst still, no
diagnosis at all.
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POSITIVE DATA

WHY COVID-19 HASN’T BEEN
ALL BAD FOR THE PROTECTION
INDUSTRY
BY LUKE HARRISON,
DATA PRODUCT MANAGER, IPIPELINE UK
It’s clear that coronavirus
has had a huge impact on the
protection industry. Although
at first glance it seems wholly
negative, our research and data
shows there have been some
positives for the sector, not
least in how the pandemic
has driven innovation and
constructive change.

...the highest number of
sales agreed in a month
during August...

Our Q2 new business statistics,
when COVID-19 was at its
peak, revealed that sales were
down 13% on a like-for-like,
year-on-year basis, and income
protection (IP) was the hardest
hit area with a 30% decrease.
This is especially depressing
considering how well IP sales
were doing in 2019, with almost
180,000 new IP policies sold
last year according to Swiss Re’s
latest Term & Health Watch.

The average protection premium
written was down 7% in Q2 on a
For all protection sales (IP, Life
like-for-like, year-on-year basis.
and Critical Illness Cover) per
This was due to a fall in cover
advice channel, telephone-based amounts during Q2 as well as a
advisers were the only ones to
changing product mix, with more
see an improvement year-onLife cover being written. There
year, with a 9% increase in new
has also been significant market
business. Mortgage brokers
price movement in recent
were the worst affected, with
months. From monitoring the
a 23% decrease, followed by
three best premiums for a fixed
wealth IFAs and general IFAs
set of pricing points, we have
who were down 16% and 8%
seen that CIC pricing has grown
respectively.
on average 3.5% from January
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to August. The cost for Life has
remained level overall, with
price rises for Level Life being
offset by price reductions for
Decreasing Life.

more than two thirds of them
(69%) have been able to run
their business and serve clients
as usual while operating in a
remote working environment.

will increase their regular online
communications with clients
and more than a third (35%) will
use e-signatures for forms that
require signing.

THE UPSIDE

Our research also revealed some
fascinating findings around the
changed working practices of
advisers. Three-quarters of
them (74%) will continue to
conduct online meetings, almost
half (48%) will transact more
business online than usual, 50%

Early indications for the rest of
the year look positive for the
protection industry (as long as
there isn’t a second wave and
another lockdown). July saw
the highest volume of cover
processed since lockdown was
announced in March.

COVID-19 has forced many
advisers and providers to
improve their systems and look
at innovative ways to increase
efficiencies and engage with
clients. Our survey of 643
advisers in July revealed that

And for the hardest hit sales
channel – mortgage brokers –
the future looks better thanks
to the government’s decision to
implement a stamp duty holiday.
This has resulted in the highest
number of sales agreed in a
month during August according
to Rightmove’s latest house
price index.
Our analysis of Google
Trends data indicates some
improvement as well. The
number of people searching
for Life, IP and CIC decreased
during April and May, but
we’ve recently seen a rise in
the number of Google searches
for these terms. This suggests
people perhaps have more
headspace to contemplate the
issues surrounding mortality
and sickness that COVID-19
has raised.
This growing awareness,
alongside the increased
opportunity to engage with
clients due to the easing of
lockdown, means that the
next few months are a great
opportunity for advisers to
grow sales by helping clients
understand how protection can
support them when they need it
the most.
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NEWS YOU MAY HAVE MISSED
iPipeline has been shortlisted within four categories in this year’s COVER Excellence Awards: ‘Best New Product
– Innovation Award’, ‘Best Protection Platform’, ‘Best Technology Provider’ and ‘Insurance Person of the Year –
Paul Yates’. We’re looking forward to 10th November when we’ll find out who wins!
We’ve also been nominated for the ‘Innovation Award’ and the ‘Doing it Better Award’ in the Protection Review
Awards 2020. Winners will be announced at the Protection Review Dinner & Awards on 9th December.
iPipeline expands distribution team. We’re delighted to welcome Jacqui Weddell as National Account Manager.
Jacqui will be supporting the needs of advisers and helping them drive the continued growth of their protection
business.
At iPipeline, our focus is to build the UK population’s financial resilience and we’re proud of the difference we’re
making to people’s lives with our innovative technology. The results of our 2020 Annual Adviser Survey, where we
received an overall Net Promoter Score of +42, an increase from 2019, demonstrates our dedication to this cause.
The feedback we’ve received will also help us to continue developing our products and services.
We’ve updated our Product Feature Report! If you’re not familiar with the many benefits the report offers you,
you can find out more here.
Check out our new and latest range of adviser focused webinars taking place over the coming weeks. Join us by
registering here where you can also view our previous webinars.

TO STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH THE LATEST NEWS AND
UPDATES FROM IPIPELINE, FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

IPIPELINE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
If you need any support with using any of the iPipeline Services, you can get in touch
with our Customer Support Team on the contact details below.

0345 408 4022 		

uk.support@ipipeline.com
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